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MEMBERSHIP 
“Citizen-Soldier – Your Call to Serve” 

 
 
 
The impact of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) has dramatically impacted the lives of our greatest 
asset, our membership. The Enlisted National Guard Association of the United States supports 
our Guardsmen, whether active, retired, associate member, or auxiliary. We acknowledge that 
our social climate is changing daily as we collectively manage the effects of the Coronavirus.  
Several states have canceled their annual conferences, caucuses and executive council meetings 
– wisely heeding the guidance issued by the White House, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, and other similar authorities.   
 
As we endure this season of uncertainty, it is still possible to maintain and improve the readiness 
of our professional organization. Our responsibility is to take care of our families, while focusing 
on our respective missions, even under the current circumstances. As Guardsmen, this is what we 
have done for many years – balance the call to action, caring for our loved ones, and ensuring 
safety in all that we do. This incredible task and our collective ability to do it, makes the Citizen-
Soldier mantra come to life in a new way. This is who we are and as circumstances change, we 
must adapt.   
 
As your membership committee chairmen, Joshua Wermers and I are committed to growing our 
organization and increasing membership with the help and support of each state association and 
its leadership. Temporary social distancing, abbreviated work schedules, and other “new norms” 
should not deter us from our goals and our 2020 Vision.   
 
We encourage each of you to remain vigilant in your daily surroundings, but also remain 
committed to your professional organization. During times like these, many associations will see 
a decrease in membership – due to a decrease in scheduled activities. We cannot allow this to 
happen to EANGUS – because WE are the ones the Nation will call upon. We need the support 
of every current member to make efforts to recruit new members, for our organization, for our 
future, and for our success.   
 
 

Johnathan Wilson  
EANGUS Membership Chair  

We can WIN together! 
 
 


